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1. A Crisis oF QuAlity

On June 23, 2010, Canadians were startled with some big news in 
the media world. No, Oprah wasn’t joining the cbc. But some other 
ideas from south of  the border had washed up in Montreal. A press 
conference had been called by Quebecor, one of  Canada’s biggest 
media corporations. The other media outlets sensed something 
newsworthy. Kory Teneycke, an aggressive conservative who had 
previously served as Stephen Harper’s communications director, 
bounded onstage wearing a big, pale blue tie. He was here to reveal 
the birth of  a new television network — Sun tv.
 Spectators immediately made the connection with Fox News in 
the U.S. when Teneycke boasted: “We’re taking on the mainstream 
media. We’re taking on smug, condescending, often irrelevant 
journalism. We’re taking on political correctness. We will not be a 
state broadcaster offering boring news by bureaucrats, for elites and 
paid for by taxpayers.”1 Now, said the wags, Canada would have a 
Fox News North, something to challenge that smug, condescending 
cbc. Starting in 2011, Quebecor’s new venture promised to bring 
us cheap opinion shows in the mould of  Fox News, what Nancy 
Franklin, of  the New Yorker, calls the screech shows. The gathering 
of  actual news by professional journalists needn’t take up much of  
the budget.
 The Canadian media enjoy high ratings at home and abroad 
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for their serious journalism, their advanced telecommunications and 
their lively entertainment in radio, film and tv. As my dad reminds 
me: “Canadian comedians Wayne and Shuster appeared on the 
Ed Sullivan Show more than any other comedians.” The National 
Film Board of  Canada has long been admired for its high quality 
documentaries and animation. cbc Radio draws respect for its 
drama and documentary work. The Toronto Star, Le Devoir and other 
papers have sent many excellent journalists to work internationally. 
Canadian actors, writers and directors have achieved international 
fame. And beginning in the 1970s, Canada acquired a reputation 
for its satellite and digital communications.
 But is that reputation still deserved? Has the decent work pro-
duced in the past been maintained? On the contrary, it is clear that 
our media system has entered a crisis of  quality. And Canada’s media 
problems are not unique. The media’s crisis of  quality plagues other 
countries as well though it takes different forms. Throughout the book 
I look at two related questions: What sorts of  media do we have? 
And how do we assess it? While questions about the overall value of  
Canadian media for both news and entertainment present us with 
many complex issues, on one point the evidence is clear. What we 
have now is inferior to what existed ten or twenty years ago.

Funding Cuts
Starting in the 1990s, federal governments, both Conservative 
and Liberal, began to cut steadily their support to the cbc. This 
has resulted in damage to news and drama operations, as well as 
the corporation’s reputation. Local newscasts and more expensive 
dramas have faced annihilation, with documentaries also suffering, 
especially after 800 jobs got slashed in May 2009. Conservatives 
particularly loathe the cbc because they perceive a liberal, central 
Canada bias in both news and serious dramas and because of  their 
general distaste for some types of  state support (against the arts, for 
the tar sands). The Chrétien and Martin Liberals cut the cbc in 
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the 1990s using the excuse of  deficit reduction but also because of  
lobbying from private media giants claiming that the cbc enjoys a 
competitive advantage. Pressure even came from life-time Liberal 
Izzy Asper, then head of  CanWest Global.
 Even critics of  the cbc understand how government cuts have 
drastically affected program quality. Our national broadcaster now 
relies more and more on advertising and specializes in the cheapest-
made programs and U.S. clones, such as Dragon’s Den, and non-stop, 
stand-up comedy. These cuts have also affected children’s tv, one of  
Canada’s best media achievements. In the past ten years the number 
of  programs has fallen, budgets for programs have dropped 14 per-
cent, and the level of  government funding has dropped significantly. 
A 2009 report states that Canada’s reputation as a world leader in 
children’s live action and animation is “at risk.”2

 As for basic telecommunications, which provide the foundation 
for our entire online world, we face another crisis. While it may seem 
to young urbanites that “everyone is online,” in rural areas, and First 
Nations communities especially, the digital gap is widening. Access 
to a computer and modem is no longer sufficient — you must have 
broadband to keep up. Two international studies from 2009 and 
2010, out of  Oxford and Harvard universities, make this clear.3 These 
studies show that the high price for many customers and the slow 
speed of  delivery are now serious problems in Canada, particularly 
in rural and sparsely populated areas. The Oxford study believes that 
“Canada is woefully positioned for future internet usage… because 
of  a lack of  investment” by the large telecommunications providers.

Job Losses in the Media

December 2008 — 560 at CanWest; 600 at Quebecor
2008 — 270 at Torstar
2009 — 800 at cbc
June 2010 — 121 at Torstar
September 2010 — 50 at Edmonton Journal with more to come at 
Postmedia
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 Canada’s music recording and distribution systems provide a 
partial exception to this bleak picture, although racial and ethnic 
minorities are under-served. Unfortunately, commercial radio, which 
provides a key outlet for music, has done little to support the full 
range of  Canadian artists and thus fits with the pattern of  decline. 
By law, radio stations must play 35 percent Canadian content but 
this certainly doesn’t guarantee a diverse playlist. Although radio sta-
tions now seem proud of  the home-grown music they air, it’s useful 
to remember that they vehemently opposed such quotas when they 
were introduced in the 1970s. They claimed then that Canadians 
didn’t care about home-grown music and that Big Brother, i.e., the 
State, should not dictate what we hear. Today, the same groups call 
for more cuts to the cbc for the same reasons. Now, many commercial 
stations have abandoned music entirely, substituted with cheap forms 
of  talk-radio programming — most hosted by a range of  opinionated 
conservatives, from old-style Tories to pentacostal right-wingers.

Commercial Media
Canada suffers from one of  the least competitive news systems in 
the Western world. An ever smaller group of  media giants now con-
trols both news and entertainment. These companies include bce, 
Quebecor, Torstar, Rogers, Shaw and the Postmedia chain. This is 
hardly a new situation and anyone who has studied the Canadian 
media since the 1970s has agreed — even the Senate expressed con-
cern about media concentration in its 2006 report.4 What seemed 
like too few owners in the 1970s now seems like a crowd.
 If  we broaden the scope beyond the daily news to look at book 
publishing, the situation gets grimmer all the time, with Chapters 
and the U.S. giant Amazon in control of  at least 80 percent of  the 
retail market. Canadian nationalists who may prefer to get their 
books from Chapters should know that the money behind its near 
monopoly, Onex Corporation, has awfully deep pockets and has 
on and off  exercised substantial control of  film exhibition as well. 
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Chapters’ ceo, Heather Reisman, is married to Gerry Schwartz, 
the ceo of  Onex.
 News and entertainment media that make profits their top pri-
ority have most often produced high quality, valuable work when 
commercial success is measured in the long term. Today, however, 
corporate media have shifted their focus to short-term profits. This 
creates major problems because it discourages investment in quality 
or more innovative programs and initiatives, which may take longer 
to gain a foothold. The scramble for short-term profits fosters cost 
cutting in the production of  entertainment and news. Canadian 
broadcasters now refuse to purchase more than a few episodes of  a 
drama or comedy for fear that a program won’t draw high audience 
ratings. This leads to shows being born in a blaze of  publicity, only 
to be doused after a few episodes. Production costs go up, and the 
writers and actors don’t get a fair chance to develop. This system 
also favours the quick sensation and the easy formula — cop shows 
galore (The Border, The Bridge, Flashpoint, The Line, Republic of  Doyle, 
Rookie Blue).
 As for the news, the push for short-term profits among news-
papers and broadcasters has led not only to a significant loss of  
journalists and editors, it has resulted in fewer long-form stories and 
less emphasis on investigative reporting. In the tv world, cuts have 
decimated local news programs, replacing them with regional or 
national digests. For example, as recently as 2002, cbc in Toronto 
produced a one-hour local news program for 6:00 and 11:00 pm. 
This included items of  serious journalism on social issues, health care 
and municipal politics — not simply fires, sports and accidents. That 
local journalism has disappeared. Way back in 1992, Dean Jobb, a 
veteran journalist, registered his anger about these trends in news 
when he covered the Westray, Nova Scotia, mine disaster: “There’s a 
real shift in the media these days. It’s the trivial now, it’s the fluff, it’s 
the feelies, it’s the people angles, human interest… is that all there 
is to this mine disaster?”5

 Finally, the frenzy for short-term profits has saddled us with 
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bad and weak management. Conrad Black and his one-time pals, 
notably David Radler, made their mark in the ’70s, ’80s and ’90s, 
by slashing jobs, manipulating employee pensions and generally 
degrading newspapers across the country.6 Predictably, none of  the 
other major media considered this newsworthy until Black’s U.K. and 
U.S. investors blew the whistle and sent him to prison. Most media 
managers aren’t criminals, but often they’re bad at business, with eyes 
bigger than their stomachs. Witness Leonard Asper, former head of  
CanWest, who purchased Alliance Atlantis, the film and tv giant, in 
2007, thus plunging his company $2.3 billion further into debt and 
aligning itself  in a risky venture with Goldman Sachs of  New York, 
an outfit soon to be disgraced in the banking scandals. CanWest 
never recovered and collapsed in 2009, but Asper continues to spin 
his tale of  woe about tough times due to poor advertising revenues.

What about the internet?
Those who believe in the power of  the internet proclaim that we 
now have more news and information than ever before. And surely, 
they say, that makes up for any shortcomings in the mainstream 
news sources. There may be some truth to this but the situation is 
considerably more complicated. In Canada, as in most of  the world’s 
rich countries, the elites and most academics have access through 
the internet to more news and information of  all kinds. University 
and college students likewise can, if  motivated, take advantage of  
the incredible range of  information online. For the average citizen, 
however, who hasn’t the time, money, access to broadband services or 
specialized research skills, cruising the internet is not a reality. Most 
still rely on the dominant media of  tv, radio and newspapers, and 
in all these cases there is less news and public affairs material than 
twenty years ago. tv news shows are shorter and more celebrity-
driven, with scant local content. Newspapers employ fewer reporters 
and print shorter articles. Commercial radio has sunk to the worst 
it has ever been in reporting or showcasing Canadian content. cbc 
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Radio is perhaps the exception to this, reflected in its high citizen 
support, although a leaked internal survey of  reporters in April 2010 
revealed great unhappiness about the new trends of  combining tv 
and radio reporting.7 “The survey paints a picture of  a creative team 
demoralized by decisions that have diminished the quality of  its 
work controlled by managers who do not understand radio. Some 
low lights of  the survey: 81 percent reject the notion (52.4 percent 
strongly) that the integration of  tv and radio has benefited National 
Radio News programming.”
 When it comes to accessing information, the class divide is 
greater than before. I return in later chapters to discuss the internet 
and what’s known as the digital divide. And, as I outline in Chapter 
Two, the coverage of  international news is a catastrophe. Thus, the 
quantity and quality of  material available to most people has dimin-
ished. The elites are getting more and everyone else gets less.

Conservative deep Freeze
Canada’s major political parties exhibit few differences when it 
comes to policies about the media. All accept the status quo of  
government regulation and private ownership. All value the cbc 
as a useful, albeit unruly, arm of  the state. Nevertheless, since the 
election of  Stephen Harper’s government in 2003 some particular 
problems have emerged. Harper shows a deep distrust of  the na-
tional media and goes out of  his way to limit communication. He 
also insists on a tightly scripted message for all his party members. 
This attitude reflects his Western conservative roots, which see the 
national media as representing elitist easterners and closet socialists. 
Because Harper’s political base distrusts the news media he feels he 
can ignore reporters and journalists.
 Conservative Party supporters also place little stock in subsidies 
to the arts and Canadian-bred media. They favour a free-market 
approach in which merit is judged solely by sales and what they call 
main street popularity. This has encouraged the government to cut 
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cbc funds further than the Liberals did and to threaten government 
grants to film and tv producers.
 Another major problem with the Harper agenda is its deepen-
ing freeze on access to public information. Canadians now face a 
systematic attempt by the federal government to block access into 
anything the least embarrassing — on Afghanistan, the tar sands, 
the war on terror and so on. “Since the tongue-lashing the Harper 
government received from the advisory panel on Afghanistan,” says 
journalist David McKay, “little evidence of  increased openness has 
appeared. The difficulty in determining the war’s cost provides a good 
example.”8 Since none of  the other parties differ substantially on 
these vital issues there’s little political support for journalists digging 
for that information. Even Canada’s Information Commissioner has 
stated that our access to information risks being “totally obliterated.”9

 The deep freeze extends to attitudes about climate change. 
Internal documents leaked from Environment Canada in 2010 re-
vealed that “scientists have noticed a major reduction in the number 
of  requests” for information “particularly from high-profile media.” 
The report concluded: “Media coverage of  climate change science, 
our most high-profile issue, has been reduced by over 80 percent.” 
This followed new rules set out by the federal government in 2007 
“which required senior federal scientists to seek permission from 
the government prior to giving interviews,” said reporter Mike De 
Souza. “In many cases, the policy also required them to get approval 
from supervisors of  written responses to the questions submitted by 
journalists before any interview.” For example, said De Souza, this 
occurred during “an investigation into the government’s views and 
policies on global-warming science that was conducted by Climate 
Action Network Canada, a coalition of  environmental groups.”10

the big Challenges
Although Canada is not alone in this crisis of  quality of  the media, 
we do face special problems by living in the shadow of  the U.S. 
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The reality is that the Canadian media primarily send out U.S. not 
Canadian content — our media “is a conduit for the distribution 
of  non-Canadian cultural goods.”11 Like ostriches we continue to 
repeat that we can relax — at least we’re better than the Americans. 
Our small size and frequent inwardness have not made us of  much 
interest to outsiders. Conversely, engaged citizens in the U.S., Britain 
and France have insisted that their media be part of  the political 
debate; because media wield power, they need to be monitored. Few 
of  us feel that compulsion with Canadian media.
 Our media lack a critical backbone. They seem incapable of  
playing a real watchdog role, independent of  the state and the large 
corporations. Even the Toronto Star, which fashions itself  as a liberal 
standard-bearer, has cut back its investigative reporting in recent 
years. The same with cbc Radio and tv. The Star and the cbc em-
ploy some of  the most capable journalists anywhere, people like Jim 
Coyle and Carol Off, but these reporters seldom get the opportunity 
to undertake significant investigative work. Or they’re being pushed 
aside by penny-ante distractions like cocaine-snorting ex-MPs.
 We might hope that the entry into Canada, in May 2010, of  
Al-Jazeera, the international, Arab-based broadcaster, will lead to 
a shakeup at least for international news, because our major media 
have slashed their international coverage (as is the case everywhere 
in the West). The old media is in crisis, but it is not due to their busi-
ness models. They will survive, but they’re not the media we need. 
It’s a crisis of  quality.

Journalists as Subjects

Aside from the police, the most difficult subjects are journalists…. 
They’re particularly aware of what it means to have something about 
them published in a magazine or a newspaper because they do it 
all the time. —David Hayes, former media columnist at Toronto Life, 
quoted in “In Your Face,” by Marco Ursi, Ryerson Journalism Review, 
Spring 2006.




